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ABSTRACT
Augmented Reality (AR) applications rely on efficient and robust methods of tracking. One
type of tracking uses dense 3D point data representations of the object to track. As opposed
to sparse, dense tracking approaches are highly accurate and precise by considering all of the
available data from a camera. A major challenge to dense tracking is that it requires a rough
initial matching and mapping to begin. A matching means that from a known object, we can
determine the object exists in the scene, and a mapping means that we can identify the position
and orientation of an object with respect to the camera. Current methods to provide the initial
matching and mapping require the user to manually input parameters, or wait an extended
amount of time for a brute force automatic approach.
The research presented in this thesis develops an automatic initial matching and mapping
for dense tracking for AR, facilitating natural AR systems that track 3D objects. To do this,
an existing oﬄine method for registration of ideal 3D object point sets is proposed as a starting
point. The method is improved and optimized in four steps to address the requirements and
challenges for dense tracking in AR with a noisy consumer sensor. A series of experiments
verifies the suitability of the optimizations, using increasingly large and more complex scene
point clouds, and the results are presented.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Augmented Reality (AR) is a type of human-computer interaction in which 3D virtual
objects are seemingly integrated into the real world. It does so to allow users to perform tasks
in the real world, with supplemental virtual information that may not otherwise be available.
AR is implemented in an AR system, and typically supports natural visual perception. An
interface is deemed natural when its technical realization is effectively veiled from the user [5].
AR presents this information in a context-sensitive manner, and displays it to a user as though
the user is looking through a window of the real world that has been populated with virtual
objects.
Figure 1.1 demonstrates an AR system which was developed to provide on-the-fly assembly
instructions on a tablet computer. The figure shows a tablet computer, on which a live view
of the physical world is displayed and overlaid with virtual information. On the left side of the
tablet display, a virtual green frame indicates the location in the real world of a part for the
user to pick. Virtual yellow gates guide the user through the real world to the part, requiring
the user to physically move the tablet through the virtual gates on the display.
2Figure 1.1: AR system providing on-the-fly assembly instructions
AR relies on tracking to identify positions, orientations, and dimensions in the real world,
which enables virtual and real objects to coexist in the same 3D space. A typical approach
is to track an object in the real world by processing frames from a camera. Tracking involves
both finding a matching and a linear mapping (or simply, mapping) of an object. Finding a
matching means that from a database of reference models, or data representations of known
objects, we can identify in environment models (or scene models) that a particular object is
located in it. Finding a mapping means that we can identify the pose (position and orientation)
of that object in the environment relative to the camera.
Consider the AR system display in Figure 1.2, which conveys two parts for the user to
pick by displaying green virtual frames around the physical parts. In order to accurately
superimpose virtual frames around the parts in real-time, the system needs to track the parts;
identifying where the parts are located in the physical world relative to the camera, their
physical measurements, and how they are oriented. By tracking the physical parts, the system
determines how to transform the virtual objects so they appear to be a part of the real world.
3Figure 1.2: AR system to aid user picking of parts
One type of tracking uses dense representations from a camera to track objects; that is,
all of the available pixel or depth data [6–8]. This is as opposed to tracking with sparse
representations, which are a compressed form of the data, but lack the subtle details required
for highly accurate and precise tracking [9,10]. Many dense tracking approaches are developed
for tracking the camera pose with respect to the scene to build detailed geometric models, and
function by combining data from multiple sensors or a single moving sensor [11, 12]. In recent
years, new consumer depth cameras have emerged based on time-of-flight (ToF) and structured
light sensing, which capture dense depth image or depth map data in an integrated package.
While this hardware provides the faculties for dense tracking, the algorithms to do so at the
full speed of sensing for natural AR systems have not been fully developed [11].
A major challenge to real-time dense tracking is the ability to calculate the initial matching
and mapping of a known object with respect to the camera, or to reset tracking if the tracked
object has been lost. Typical methods to do so require a manual initialization process, where the
user provides an estimation of the initial pose of the object to track. Automatic initialization
approaches have been developed, but were created for estimating small object data changes
between camera frames using Euclidean distance, and are based on computationally expensive
4brute force or iterative algorithms. Having a correct initial matching and mapping is therefore
crucial to the success of dense tracking.
1.2 Research goals
The goal of this research is to establish an automatic method of performing a rough initial
matching and mapping of an a priori 3D object to the observed environment for accurate
dense tracking. This work is designed to facilitate natural consumer AR systems that track
3D objects. Such an approach improves natural interaction, eliminating manual initialization
and reinitialization processes which require users to specify the location of an object in the real
world before adding virtual information to it in augmented reality.
To meet this goal, an existing oﬄine method for registration of 3D object point sets will
be proposed as a starting point for providing a rough automatic initialization. Several opti-
mizations to this approach will be implemented to address the requirements and challenges
of online tracking in AR. And finally, a series of experiments will verify the suitability of the
optimizations for an automatic initialization.
1.3 Thesis outline
To complete this chapter, an overview about the rest of the thesis is outlined. Chapter
two provides a summary and background of preliminary research leading to the contributions
in this thesis. It begins with a section on the field of augmented reality, and then describes
the current research on dense tracking for augmented reality. Then, it covers the current
approaches in performing an automatic initial matching and mapping using a rigid 3D model.
Finally, chapter two has a section on features as a proposed method of estimating the initial
matching and mapping.
Chapter three describes the new algorithm which performs the automatic initial matching
and mapping. It starts by proposing as a starting point an existing oﬄine method of registration
of 3D point sets for object reconstruction. Then, several optimizations to this approach are
described. The first optimization adapts the general matching approach for AR. The second
5optimization improves the robustness of the matching and proposes an improved mapping
technique. Finally, the third and fourth optimizations improve the quality of the matching
without increasing the theoretical speed of the automatic initialization process.
Chapter four covers the experiments for evaluating the suitability of the optimizations. The
first section documents the hardware and software used in the experiments. This is followed
by a section detailing the data used in the experiments. The details of the experiments are
covered next, followed by the results of the experiments. Finally chapter four finishes with a
discussion of the results, and the conclusion.
Chapter five finalizes this thesis, and contains a summary of the work, as well as a discussion
about future directions.
6CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES
This chapter provides a summary and background on the research leading to the work in
this thesis. First, the field of augmented reality is defined and described. Then the process
of dense tracking is documented. This is followed by a section summarizing initialization
and reinitialization approaches, and finished with a section describing the use of features for
initialization.
2.1 Augmented reality
Augmented Reality (AR) is a type of human-computer interaction that superimposes computer-
generated information (i.e. 3D models, annotations, and text) on the natural visual perception
of a human user [13]. AR presents this information in a context-sensitive way that is appro-
priate for a specific task, and typically, relative to a user’s physical location. By supporting
the natural visual perception, AR provides numerous opportunities for improving how users
perform tasks. For example, presenting assembly instructions for manual assembly in AR over
traditional paper or display media can lower worker cognitive load and reduce physical move-
ments; improve assembly accuracy and reduce errors; and reduce the learning curve for novice
workers [14–17].
To be considered an AR system, it must meet three requirements [13]:
1. Combines real and virtual
2. Interactive in real time
3. Registered in 3D
The display of a manual assembly AR system is pictured in Figure 2.1. In this figure,
assembly instructions are presented to a worker on the bottom of the computer screen in a
7head-up display (HUD). At the assembly locations, animated virtual fasteners and nuts convey
where and how in the real world the assembly must be performed. As the user moves the tablet
around the assembly location, the fasteners and nuts continue to identify the correct location
and operation to the user.
Figure 2.1: AR system for manual assembly
The general approach to realize AR is to merge physical and virtual worlds by exploiting
rapid video processing, precise tracking, and computer graphics. In a typical AR system a
video camera is used to capture the physical world. Video frames are grabbed to display to the
user, and to process for tracking. Using the optical properties of the camera and the known
properties of the object to track, the pose of the object can be precisely calculated with respect
to the camera. Then, rather than presenting the raw video to the user, the system composites
the video image with computer generated images of virtual objects. The effect, from a user’s
point of view, is a representation of the physical world that has been populated with virtual
objects.
Common viewing devices for AR systems are Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) and tablet
computers. HMDs can be distinguished as optical see-through and video see-through. In an
optical see-through HMD, such as the Epson Moverio BT-200 (Figure 2.2), an optical combiner
8merges the user’s view of the real world with computer generated virtual objects. In contrast, a
video see-through HMD, such as the Rockwell Collins SX45 (Figure 2.3), combines video from
a head-mounted camera with virtual objects and presents both to the user on tiny screens. In
recent years, however, AR has seen an increase in popularity on tablet computers due to the
availability of faster and cheaper consumer hardware.
Figure 2.2: Epson Moverio BT-200 optical see-through HMD [1]
Figure 2.3: Rockwell Collins SimEye video see-through HMD [2]
AR relies on tracking to register the virtual and real world coordinate systems; enabling
virtual and real objects to seemingly coexist in the same 3D space. Tracking involves both
finding a matching and a mapping of a model to identify a real world coordinate system.
Tracking is usually implemented as a result of rapid video processing. Types of tracking can
be categorized as artificial, natural, or hybrid. Artificial tracking approaches process camera
frames for supplemental objects (such as fiducial markers) which are added as landmarks to
9the physical world to identify a real world coordinate system [18–21]. Virtual objects are
then superimposed at positions relative to these landmarks. In contrast, natural tracking
techniques analyze the appearance of elements in the scene without requiring supplemental
objects to establish a real world coordinate system, processing for unique qualities such as
shapes, edges, corners, and color contrasts [22–26]. Lastly, hybrid tracking combines data from
two or more often disparate sources, using the strengths in one method of tracking to overcome
the weaknesses in another [27–30].
Natural tracking can be further categorized as sparse or dense. Sparse tracking methods are
built on the premise that a reduced or compressed form of pixel or depth data (sparse represen-
tation) can be used to more quickly estimate a matching and mapping. While sparse tracking
methods can be performed online, over time it has become increasingly evident that dense
tracking provides the most accurate and robust tracking results for natural AR systems [9,10].
As opposed to sparse, dense tracking considers all of the pixel or depth data (dense repre-
sentation) [6–8]. Dense tracking generally comes at the cost of requiring more computational
resources. The Microsoft Kinect sensor, for example, captures 307,200 (640 × 480 resolution)
dense points at 30 Hz, yet the algorithms for dense tracking leveraging all of the data have not
yet been developed for a standard desktop computer [11, 31, 32]. Since such a large amount
of data is considered, algorithms track on a frame-by-frame basis that rely on small changes
between frames, and expect an accurate starting point to begin tracking.
2.2 Introduction to dense tracking
This section describes the dense tracking process. It begins with a description of a type of
dense representation of data, covers how that data is typically processed, and finishes with a
summary on the tracking process.
2.2.1 Point cloud
One type of dense representation of data is the point cloud. At its most basic, a point
cloud is a set of 3D points P = {pi} where each point pi ∈ R3 is identified by its position in
space. However, a point cloud can be extended such that each point has any n ∈ N additional
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dimensions, consisting of properties such as intensity, color, size, and point normals [33, 34].
Figure 2.4 shows a rendering of a 3D point cloud data set, where each dot represents a point
pi ∈ R3 ×RGB in the cloud with a color in the RGB color space.
Figure 2.4: 3D point cloud rendering
Point clouds are generated numerous ways, such as by registering 2D images, by reprojecting
data from depth sensors, or by registering two or more point clouds. Figure 2.5 illustrates the
registration of two (blue and gray) point clouds, where the red lines are ”movement lines,”
indicating the transformation required to merge identical points determined in each cloud into
one coordinate frame. This results in the point cloud rendering in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: Visualization of depth image registration [3]
Figure 2.6: Resulting point cloud from depth image registration [3]
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2.2.2 Data processing
Dense tracking for AR involves an a priori reference model of an object to track, real-time
processing of data from a depth sensor, and a data representation (scene model) to which the
model is matched and mapped. Reference models can be complete, representing the entire
physical object to track; or partial, such as a depth image, point cloud, or limited mesh rep-
resenting a subset of the physical object to track. Real-time depth sensor data is typically
partial, and is represented as a raw data map D, where D(u) represents the distance from the
camera for a given pixel u = (u, v) in image coordinates.
Prior to matching and mapping, raw data is often filtered to smooth sensor noise [11, 35].
Common filtering techniques include variations of bilateral filtering for quick noise reduction
and subpixel upsampling [11, 35–37]. Recent work focuses on upsampling and filtering noise
by analyzing data from synchronized RGB and depth images produced by sensors such as the
Kinect [38,39].
Following the descriptions in [11], the general bilateral filtering approach for a depth image
is only summarized here. Let Rt(u) be the resulting filtered depth of an image R of a pixel
u = (u, v) in image coordinates at time t.
Rt(u) =
1
cp
∑
q∈w(u)
Nσs(‖u− q‖2)Nσr(‖Dt(u)−Dt(q)‖2)Dt(q) (2.1)
where Nσ = exp(−t2σ−2), cp is a normalization constant, and q is an element of the window
w centered at u. The outcome is a depth map Rt with reduced noise, that is filtered based on
depth and the spacing of surrounding pixels in the depth image.
The final step in data processing is to convert depth images into a point cloud, and then
process into a format more suitable for a particular matching and mapping algorithm. Depth
images can be mathematically represented by the projective camera model (as shown in Fig-
ure 2.7) which describes the geometric relationships between a 3D world space point and its
2D projection on the image plane [4,40]. Using the properties of the camera, depth images are
converted into point clouds by reprojecting depth pixels into 3D world space. The origin of the
point cloud coordinate system is typically chosen as the optical center of the camera.
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Figure 2.7: Projective camera model [4]
Let u0 = (u0, v0) be the principal point on the image plane and f = (fx, fy) be the fo-
cal length determined from camera calibration. Given a depth image pixel ui = (ui, vi), its
reprojected 3D coordinates pi = (pi,x,pi,y,pi,z) can be expressed as
pi,x = D(ui)
ui − u0
fx
(2.2)
pi,y = D(ui)
vi − v0
fy
(2.3)
pi,z = D(ui) (2.4)
2.2.3 Matching and mapping
Once data has been processed, a point cloud reference model M = {mi} is matched and
mapped to the observed point cloud scene model S = {si}. The standard approach is to
utilize a variation of the Iterative Closest Points (ICP) algorithm [41–44], which combines the
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matching and mapping process in one algorithm, and tracks a model on a frame-by-frame basis.
This section summarizes the most common variant, Point-to-Point ICP.
The Point-to-Point Iterative Closest Points algorithm (also known as Standard ICP) was
originally presented in the early 90s in two often-cited papers [41, 42]. Besl and McKay [41]
present a well-known analysis of ICP that directly addresses registration of 3D shapes repre-
sented as point clouds, with an overall worst-case time complexity of O(n4). Almost simulta-
neous to Besl and McKay, Zhang [42] describes a method of Point-to-Point ICP that rejects
outliers in the matching process, ensuring that points exclusive to one cloud can be ignored.
Combined, the Point-to-Point ICP algorithm essentially has two steps that are iteratively
repeated:
1. Matching Step: For each point in a point cloud, find its nearest point in the second point
cloud.
2. Mapping Step: Compute rotation and translations on the first cloud that minimize the
average distance to its respective matched points in the second point cloud.
In the Matching Step, ICP chooses the nearest scene model si point to each model point
mi as the match, based on the Euclidean distance. Figure 2.8 demonstrates this step, in which
the model points are identified on the left-hand side in red, and the scene points are indicated
on the right-hand side in green. The scene match for each reference model point is illustrated
with an arrow.
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Figure 2.8: ICP matching step based on Euclidean distance
The Mapping step computes the rigid transformation (rotation and translation) from the
reference model points to their respective matching scene model points, applies the transforma-
tion, and terminates the iteration if the mean-squared error falls below a specified threshold.
After the matching is determined, to reject outliers, only the matched points whose Euclidean
distance is within a specified threshold dmax are selected (Equation 2.5). From the selected
matched points, the rigid transformation in homogenous coordinates Tj , consisting of 3 × 3
rotation Rj and translation tj (Equation 2.6), is determined with a method such as Singu-
lar Value Decomposition (SVD). The rotation and translation are then applied to reference
model points (Figure 2.9), and the mean-squared error errj is calculated (Equation 2.7). The
matching and mapping process is repeated until either errj ≤ τ , where τ is a user-defined
threshold, or subsequent mean-squared error values fail to decrease. The result is an estimated
transformation T in homogenous coordinates mapping the reference model to the scene model
(Equation 2.8).
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wi =
 1 ||Rj ·mi + tj − si||2 ≤ dmax0 ||Rj ·mi + tj − si||2 > dmax (2.5)
Tj =
 Rj tj
0 1
 (2.6)
errj =
1∑
iwi
∑
i
wi ‖Rj ·mi + tj − si‖2 (2.7)
Figure 2.9: Results of applying a rigid transform Tj to the reference model
T = TkTk−1 · · ·Tj · · ·T0 (2.8)
As shown in [41], repeating the ICP process causes the mean-square error to converge
monotonically to a minimum value, and therefore, typically results in an improved mapping.
However, if the initial mapping produces the minimum mean-square error, subsequent iterations
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of the algorithm fail to improve on the initial mapping. An example of this is displayed
in Figure 2.10. As pictured, the red reference model points m1, m2, m3, m4 on the left
exactly match the green scene model points s1, s2, s3, and s4 on the right, respectively. Yet,
since matching is determined by Euclidean distance to the nearest points, Point-to-Point ICP
iteratively improves the mapping of the reference model point to the nearest scene points s5,
s6, and s7 in the blue ellipse. Dense tracking therefore works accurately and precisely when the
matching is correct, requiring the reference model points to be located near their corresponding
scene points for the Euclidean distances to be small.
Figure 2.10: Example of a poor initial mapping
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2.3 Initialization or re-initialization
The use of Euclidean distance for the matching step presents a number of challenges that
make ICP unsuitable for initialization, and requires a separate initialization step. As demon-
strated in the previous section, ICP relies on a good initial overlap between the reference
model and the model’s position in the scene model, whose mapping can then be iteratively
refined [45–47]. As demonstrated in Figure 2.10, a lack of sufficient overlap introduces the
possibility of trapping the reference model in a local minima of the scene model [46, 48–51].
Further, reference models of low structural complexity, such as long cylinders, polyhedra, or
hemispheres are known to be problematic when mapping to arbitrary scene data without a
precise initialization [46,47].
This section presents approaches that are used to estimate an initial mapping T0, which
ICP can use as a starting point for accurate and precise tracking.
2.3.1 Manual
Manual initialization approaches require a user to interactively estimate the initial mapping
[46]. One approach is to physically place the camera and tracking target at locations in the real
world. This enables the user to only estimate the initial transformation T0 once. If tracking
needs to be initialized or reinitialized, the user needs to relocate the camera and object to their
known locations. A similar approach is to have the user physically manipulate the pose of the
camera until a superimposed virtual model is overlaid on the real-time video of the physical
object [52].
Another common manual initialization approach is to place a marker in the real world and
process RGB video frames for the pose of the marker [35]. Open source software packages, such
as the ARToolkit, provide opportunity to identify the pose of fiducial markers placed in the
view of the camera. The markers serve as a landmark estimation for the initial transformation,
and placing the 2D marker on the 3D physical object ensures T0 sufficient model-scene overlap
for ICP to correctly converge.
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In general, manual initialization approaches can be fast, calculating T0 at the full speed of
the camera, but produce suboptimal conditions for natural user interaction. Manual approaches
leave perceived user control of the AR system to the mercy of the tracking algorithms, and
permit only burdensome error handling [53]. If tracking is lost, which is often the case in even
ideal settings, users are forced to go through a manual process to reinitialize tracking. This
requires a user to learn and recall an initialization process, rather than letting the user to
simply interact with the AR system [54].
2.3.2 Automatic
Automatic initialization approaches analyze the scene and estimate T0 without user interac-
tion; however, not without difficulty. One approach is to avoid analyzing dense data altogether,
and use a hybrid tracking system. Hybrid tracking systems can use a separate sensor to more
effectively calculate the initial transformation, and then allow ICP to handle some or all of the
frame-to-frame tracking.
Brute force techniques work well, but are very time-consuming, and are at this time unsuit-
able for real-time AR systems. One technique is to repeatedly pick test initial mappings which
are seeded to ICP, and a test initial mapping is chosen as T0 if it causes ICP to converge with
a mean-square error below some user-defined threshold. First, a point is picked at random
from the reference model mi and from the scene model si, and the translation from mi to
si (Equation 2.9) is used to provide a test initial overlap T0,i (Equation 2.10). T0,i is then
used as a starting point for ICP, and ICP runs until the termination criteria has been met.
If the mapping converges with a mean-square error below some user-defined threshold, then
the output from ICP is used as a starting point for dense tracking; otherwise the process is
repeated.
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v = si −mi (2.9)
T0,i =

1 0 0 vx
0 1 0 vy
0 0 1 vz
0 0 0 1

(2.10)
A faster, but limited to a small space, approach is to accelerate ICP by projecting the model
onto the scene. In the case of a static camera position, the properties of the camera can be used
to reproject the model on the scene dense map. When a camera-agnostic point cloud is used,
a virtual camera can be constructed and project model points on the scene. This projection
serves as a rough model-scene overlap that enables ICP to more accurately refine the pose [55].
However, the reference model still has the potential to be trapped in a local minima if sufficient
overlapping fails to occur.
In summary, automatic initialization approaches for dense tracking are typically slow, oﬄine
processes, and are difficult to work reliably with arbitrary scan data [46].
2.4 Feature matching for an automatic initialization
The approach taken in this research is to automatically estimate T0 by matching features.
Features are extracted data descriptions that estimate properties of a point cloud, and can
be used, for example, to describe unique shapes of a point cloud at a particular point. This
is advantageous over previous automatic initializations for two reasons. First a feature-based
initialization can properly determine if one or more distinct or similar reference models are
located in the scene model. Previous approaches either use external sensors or assume a ref-
erence model is located in the scene, and match the reference model to the scene model using
the nearest points in Euclidean distance. Secondly, features are more flexible for matching; a
matching can be determined using a small subset of the total available features.
3D features were originally developed for registration of 3D point sets for object reconstruc-
tion, and have not been evaluated as a starting point for dense tracking in Augmented Reality.
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Features are known to lack accuracy and precision for dense tracking [9,10], however, they will
suffice to provide a rough automatic initial overlap between the model and the scene, which is
all that is required for dense tracking.
Many features exist for describing the shape of data in a point cloud, [56–60], to name a few.
Features can be classified as local, regional, or global. Local features are extracted to estimate
the shape of an object at a point in the point cloud, using information from a small surrounding
point neighborhood. Regional features are extracted to describe the shape of a subset of points
in the point cloud. Global features are extracted to describe the shape of the entire cloud. In
the realm of AR, local features provide the most information for matching a reference model to
the scene, as users are sometimes expected to interact with their environment, and may occlude
parts of the object in the scene. This complicates both global and regional feature approaches.
The major challenges facing the use of features for an automatic initialization are time and
descriptiveness. The time required to extract descriptive features for a single reprojected depth
image from a consumer Kinect sensor is in the realm of minutes or hours, and therefore, feature
extraction is largely an oﬄine process. In addition, since 3D features were developed for object
reconstruction, their capabilities for describing unique objects can be fairly limited.
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CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHM FOR INITIAL MATCHING AND
MAPPING
This chapter describes an automatic method of performing a rough initial matching and
mapping from a reference model to a scene model. It begins with an oﬄine feature extraction
algorithm used in 3D registration for object reconstruction, proposed as a starting point. Then
the challenges of using features for an automatic initialization among several classifications of
data are presented. The registration approach for object reconstruction using the feature is
covered next. Lastly, several optimizations are proposed to adapt the approach for online AR.
The first optimization focuses on the matching approach. The second optimization improves
the matching and proposes a new mapping strategy. Finally, the chapter finishes with two
more optimizations to improve matching robustness.
3.1 Fast point feature histogram (FPFH)
FPFH is a local feature for 3D registration for object construction [61], and is currently
the fastest (O(n · k)) algorithm for feature extraction known to the author. At its most basic,
FPFH considers the angular variations of estimated point normals in a spherical region around
a query point to describe the point cloud at that point. A query point is simply a point at
which you want to extract a feature. FPFH is an extension and time-complexity optimiza-
tion of the Persistent Feature Histogram (PFH), while retaining most of its descriptive power
and robustness to noise [61, 62]. PFH itself is an extension of work on Surflet-Pair-Relation
Histograms [63]. This section summarizes the steps involved in computation of the feature.
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The computation of the FPFH feature can be summarized in two steps:
1. For each query point pi in a cloud P , the relationship between pi and its neighbors is
computed - this is called the Simplified Point Feature Histogram (SPFH).
2. For each query point, the k neighbors are determined and the neighboring SPFH values
are used to weight the final histogram of pi - called the FPFH.
These two steps are described in the following subsections.
3.1.1 Step 1
Computation of the SPFH for pi first requires a normal ni for each point. If the normals
are missing from the data set, they can be estimated by calculating the normal of the best fit
plane to the point neighborhood. A common approach is to use Principal Component Analysis,
which analyzes the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 3× 3 covariance matrix Cpi from the k
nearest neighbors of pi:
p¯i =
1
k
k∑
j=1
pj (3.1)
Cpi =
1
k − 1
k∑
j=1
(pj − p¯i) · (pj − p¯i)ᵀ (3.2)
Cpi · vm = λm · vm,m ∈ {0, 1, 2} (3.3)
where
ni = v0, 0 ≤ λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2 (3.4)
such that v0 is the eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue λ0.
Once the normals have been estimated, they are reoriented toward a viewpoint pview for
consistency. In the case of data from a single depth camera, the viewpoint is typically the
origin.
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ni =
 ni
(pview−pi)·ni
||pview−pi|| ≥ 0
−ni otherwise
(3.5)
With the estimated normals, the SPFH of a point is computed as follows:
1. For each point pi, select all of pi’s neighbors within a radius of r (k-neighborhood). The
region is called the influence region and is displayed in Figure 3.1 as the area contained
in the dotted circle.
2. For all distinct pairs of points in pi’s influence region{
{pj ,pk} | j 6= k, j < k,
∣∣∣∣pj − pi∣∣∣∣2 ≤ r, ||pk − pi||2 ≤ r} (3.6)
we define a Darboux uvw frame (u = nj , v = (pk − pj) × u, w = u × v) and compute
the angular variations (α1, α2, α3) of nj and nk:
α1 = v · nk (3.7)
α2 =
u · (pk − pj)∣∣∣∣pk − pj∣∣∣∣2 (3.8)
α3 = arctan(w · nk,u · nk) (3.9)
The angular variations are then discretized and categorized into a histogram, such that
each bin at index bidx contains a percentage of the source points in the neighborhood
having their angular variations in the interval defined by bidx:
bidx =
i<=3∑
i=1
step(ti, αi) · 2i−1 (3.10)
where
step(t, α) =

0 if α < t
1 otherwise
(3.11)
and ti is set to one half of the interval on which αi can be defined:
ti =
max(αi) + min(αi)
2
(3.12)
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Since the three angular variations are a measure of angles between point normals, we
can determine the intervals on which αi is defined. α1 and α2 are dot products between
normalized vectors, and thus are the cosine of the angles between vectors. Therefore, α1
and α2 are defined between ±1. Since α3 is the image of the arctangent function, its
value is constrained to ±pi.
The number of angular variation interval subdivisions αdiv, or quantums, can exceed two,
so the above equations can be adapted accordingly. However, the number of histogram
bins formed is αdiv
3, which exponentially increases the size of the SPFH feature as α
increases. The output of this process is a feature for each query point SPFH(pi).
Figure 3.1: The influence region for a query point pi
3.1.2 Step 2
In the second step of the FPFH algorithm, first the k neighbors for each query point are
determined. Then, by weighting the SPFH feature of each neighbor by distance, the FPFH
feature is computed:
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FPFH(pi) = SPFH(pi) +
1
k
k∑
j=1
1
ωj,i
· SPFH(pk) (3.13)
such that ωj,i is the distance between pi and pj .
3.1.3 FPFH Challenges
A few challenges face the use of FPFH for an automatic initialization method in AR that
make its simple application inappropriate. The first issue is the speed of extracting features.
Without optimization, the feature extraction process for a single reprojected depth image takes
on the order of minutes to complete on a state-of-the-art consumer computer. The second
issue is that of quality. The FPFH feature is generated based on variations of angles between
normals in a point’s neighborhood. This relies on the presence of ideal data - quality normals
not estimated from noisy data. The final challenge is the limited capability to express the
feature. FPFH features are only three angular variations reduced into a histogram, which may
be adequate for 3D model reconstruction, but may not be appropriate for scene models that
represent the environment. Thus, the general approach for 3D registration is modified to suit
the requirements and demands of an online AR system.
3.2 Approach
To validate the use of features for an automatic initialization method for AR with dense
tracking, several optimizations are proposed and evaluated. These optimizations are intended
to replace the existing methods designed for 3D registration with the FPFH feature, and are
implemented as experiments on three classes of scene data with varying challenges. The first
class of data are referred to as Object, and their initializations, object-to-object. These data
sets are small, baseline artificial sets containing an incomplete point cloud scene model with no
additional points in the scene. The second class of data is identified as Field-of-View (FOV ),
and their initializations, object-to-FOV. These data sets are representative of a typical scene
captured by a single sensor for AR applications. These sets contain both sensor noise and
extraneous points not common with database model. The final class is identified as Assembled
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Point Cloud, their initializations object-to-assembled-PC, and consist of very large sets of data.
These sets are constructed and can be distinguished as linear by aligning by several single-
sensor clouds in a line, and registered by registering several single-sensor clouds. Both types of
Assembled PC models contain sensor noise and a large number of points not common with the
reference model.
Shown in Table 3.1 are a number of challenges accompanying the general use of features
for the automatic initialization problem. The first challenge to the automatic initialization
problem is that features must be processed online. A typical low-end consumer depth camera,
such as the Kinect, can produce over 300, 000 points, at 30 Hz, which is over 9, 000, 000 points
a second. Existing state-of-the-art approaches of automatic initialization for 3D registration
are within the realm of minutes or hours using a fraction of the total points in one reprojected
depth image. The focus of this work is to enhance the feature extraction step, which is the
most time consuming step, while ensuring an object can still be distinguished in a very large
cloud.
Table 3.1: Challenges to the use of features for automatic initialization
Class of Data
Challenge Object FOV Assembled PC
Processed online X X X
Feature parameters must be carefully chosen X X X
Contains sensor noise and increasing planar errors X X
Subject to the sliding problem X X
Contains overlapping clouds X
As described in [57, 61], the second challenge is that feature parameters must be carefully
chosen. If the influence region determined by a radius r for a query point pi is too small, then
the k-neighborhood of the query point is empty
NP (pi) = ∅ =⇒ SPFH(pi) = 0 =⇒ FPFH(pi) = 0 (3.14)
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If r is too large, the distinctiveness of the features is reduced, which increases ambiguous
matches between the database model and the scene.
As opposed to the Object class of scene data, which are laser scans obtained from the
Stanford 3D Scanning Repository [64], the FOV and Assembled PC classes are obtained from
an inexpensive consumer depth camera. These low resolution depth images are much more
prone to noise than images obtained by a laser scanner, so all planar points in the physical
world are obtained with some small margin of error. In addition, the consumer depth camera is
not robust to readings at far distances. So the farther planar readings occur along the optical
axis, the more the points are subject to a planar error, which rounds off the depth of the pixel,
as shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Increasing error along the optical axis
Another challenge to the use of features for automatic initialization is the so-called sliding
problem, where having a large number of features creates ambiguous matches [61]. In the case
of the Object class, the scene contains only points which represent the database object, and
thus, ambiguous matches still provide an overlap that enables ICP to converge. However, the
scene in the FOV and Assembled PC classes contain a large number of points not common with
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the database object, and therefore may create an overlap with an entirely unrelated element in
the scene.
The final challenge is unique to the Assembled PC class, and it is that of overlapping
clouds. In order for the large point clouds to be assembled, point clouds from single images
are registered oﬄine using points common to both clouds. The registration process produces
an overlap where points may be common to both clouds, or may be points unique to only one
cloud. As demonstrated in Figure 3.3, this process alters the density of points in a physical
region and alters the features generated for a query point. On the left side of Figure 3.3, we
have a point cloud Pleft = {2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 15} with query point 2. The dotted circle represents
the points included in the k-neighborhood of point 2, and therefore, the points which influence
the descriptor. The right side of the figure shows the result of registration of Pleft with a second
point cloud Pright = {1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}. After registration, 3 more points fall within the
radius of the query point and therefore, alter the feature. How much the feature can change
is a ultimately a function of how far away the new points are located from the query point.
However, since an SPFH histogram bin is determined by the percentage of points with angular
variations in the interval defined by bidx, the value of the bin in this case can be altered as
much as 90%, leading to further issues with ambiguous feature matches.
Figure 3.3: Feature influence for overlapping clouds
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3.3 Object-to-Object initialization
The initialization of a reference model to a scene comprised by a model in the Object class
is referred to as Object-to-Object initialization. This group consists of artificial data obtained
from meshed laser scans of the Stanford Bunny, which serve as a baseline to evaluate the
effectiveness of my approach [65]. In this data set, reference models of the Stanford Bunny
have been generated by registering the data from each of the scene models. In the registration
process, the reference models are first zippered, which is a method of combining data from
two scenes that only destroys data on the overlapping portions of the scene meshes. Then,
areas where multiple meshes overlap are modified using weighted averages to form a consensus
surface geometry. This process ensures that some features generated by a reference model and
scene model will match very well, where a subset of the reference model consists of only one
scene model.
As shown in Figure 3.4, the reference objects consist of four complete models of the bunny
at varying resolutions. The top row of the figure contains the point cloud representations for
each of the reference models, and the bottom row contains the mesh models obtained from the
Stanford 3D Scanning Repository [64]. Boxes A1 and B1 contain the model with the lowest
resolution of 453 points and 948 mesh faces. A2 and B2 contain the second-lowest resolution
with 1, 889 points and 3, 851 mesh faces. A3 and B3 contain a more detailed model with 8, 171
points and 16, 301 mesh faces. And finally, the most detailed reference model is displayed in
A4 and B4 with 35, 947 points and 69, 491 mesh faces. The scene models consist of ten partial
laser scans of the Stanford Bunny from 360 degrees around the model. Each scan contains from
30, 000 to 41, 000 points and ranges from 59, 000 to 80, 000 faces.
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Figure 3.4: Stanford Bunny reference object
3.4 Object-to-FOV and Object-to-Assembled-PC initializations
The initialization of reference objects to objects in the Field-of-View and Assembled Point
Cloud classes are referred to as Object-to-FOV initialization and Object-to-Assembled-PC ini-
tialization, respectively. Models in both classes are obtained from a consumer-grade depth
sensor as images and reprojected into point clouds. Since each frame contains a number of in-
valid sensor readings, due to reflectivity of surfaces in the scene or distances outside the range
of the camera, the ideal frame contains 307, 200 points. In practice, it is not uncommon to
observe 20% or more of the points as invalid data.
Reference objects in both initializations consist of a subset of a single reprojected depth
image, which has 307, 200 3D points in an ideal case. In the Field-of-View class, scene models
are generated with a single reprojected depth image, and contain up to 307, 200 points. Scene
models in the Assembled Point Cloud class are registered reprojected depth images, and there-
fore contain greater than 307, 200 points. In this research, the scene models are limited to a
maximum of 2, 000, 000 points.
3.5 Optimization strategies
3.5.1 General approach for 3D registration with FPFH
The general approach for 3D registration with the FPFH feature is shown in Figure 3.5, and
consists of three primary steps for two point clouds and one shared step, as presented in [61,62].
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While this process is built for registering two point clouds in general, it will be described in
the context of AR, denoting one cloud as the reference cloud, and the second point cloud as
the scene.
Once the reference and scene point clouds have been obtained, each are first filtered to focus
on particular data of interest. This filtering process occurs as a result of a priori knowledge
about the scene and the particular object to track. A common method is to segment out points
which are sampled from the surface of a table, if one expects to perform registration of points
sampled from a physical object sitting on the table. For example, using the known physical
dimensions of a table, a large number of planar points fitting those dimensions can be assumed
to be the table top, and therefore, removed.
Figure 3.5: 3D registration process for two
The second step in the process is the Feature Extraction step, which follows the process
described in Section 3.1. The general approach is to set the number of quantums αdiv = 2
for the PFH feature, resulting in a 24 = 16 bin feature histogram for a point [62]. However,
FPFH differs in that it drops one angular variation, and increases the number of quantums to
5, creating a 53 = 125 bin histogram for each point [61]. The feature generation process repeats
itself a user-defined rγ times for the same cloud, typically using rγ = 3 or more different radii
to vary the point’s k-neighborhood.
Using the features generated at different radii for each point, a comparison is performed in
the Persistence Analysis step. The purpose of this step is to identify salient features that can be
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used to avoid the sliding problem by procuring features which are both unique and persistent.
First, a mean feature µF is calculated from the cloud’s feature set. As shown in [62], the distance
distribution of the feature set from µF can be approximated with a Gaussian distribution. Thus,
features outside a µF ±βI ·σF interval are defined as unique, where βI controls the width of the
interval, and σF indicates one standard deviation. Second, points which have a unique feature
at all radii are determined to be persistent.
Finally, in the Sample Consensus Initial Alignment step, persistent features from the ref-
erence object are roughly matched and mapped to the persistent features of the scene object.
Consistent with the name of this step, a SAmple Consensus (SAC) method is applied:
1. Select a list M∗ of km sample points from the reference model with pairwise distances all
greater than a user-defined minimum distance ωmin. That is,
∀m∗i ,m∗j ∈M∗, ‖m∗i −m∗j‖2 > ωmin (3.15)
2. For each point m∗i ∈M∗ in the sample and its accompanying FPFH feature H(m∗i ), find
a list S¯ of the nearest features in the scene model using a k-d tree data structure. From S¯,
randomly select one feature and its accompanying point, and call it m∗i ’s corresponding
scene point s∗i .
3. Using the points in M∗ and their corresponding scene points, compute the rigid trans-
formation Tt with SVD, which maps the reference model point into the scene points.
Tt =
 Rt tt
0 1
 (3.16)
4. Finally, with Tt, find the nearest scene point si to every transformed reference point
Rtmi + tt, using a k-d tree data structure. With this mapping, calculate an error metric
using a Huber penalty measure lh based on a user-defined threshold te for the estimated
rigid transformation.
errh(Tt) =
∑
mi∈M
lh(‖Rtmi + tt − si‖2) (3.17)
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lh(et) =

1
2e
2
t et ≤ te
1
2 te(2et − te) et > te
(3.18)
The Sample Consensus Initial Alignment step is repeated until either a rigid transformation
is estimated with a lower error, or the process has repeated more than a user-defined number
of iterations. The computational complexity of this algorithm is bound by the number of
iterations k and by the runtime of SVD, which can be performed in O(n3), and thus has a
complexity of O(kn3). The output of this step is a rough initial pose estimate for the reference
model.
3.5.2 Optimizations for online AR
To adapt this method for a real-time, natural and flexible AR system, the general 3D
registration process with FPFH is adapted to keep only the Feature Extraction and Sample
Consensus Initial Alignment steps. Figure 3.6 shows an updated diagram as a result of the
changes in this section. The first optimization is to remove the use of surface segmentation.
A natural AR system provides the ability to add virtual information to any object in the
physical world, and surface segmentation is an extra processing step which can exclude a large
portion of the scene or a large portion of objects with planar surfaces. In addition, the surface
segmentation step doesn’t adequately veil the technical realization of the tracking, requiring
users to place physical objects in a known configuration, such as on the top of a table. The
result of this optimization is faster processing, but an increased opportunity to introduce the
sliding problem, due to the large amount of data requiring processing.
Figure 3.6: Results of optimizations for AR on the FPFH general approach
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The second optimization is to reduce the repetitious Feature Extraction step at several radii
to only one occurrence. The Feature Extraction step is largest bottleneck in the use of features
for 3D registration, and therefore offers the largest potential for online processing improvement.
While the removal of repetitions doesn’t change the FPFH algorithm’s theoretical O(nk) com-
plexity, the practical time increases are dramatic. For example, given rγ = 3 iterations at
radii r1, r2, and r3 with r1 ≤ r2 ≤ r3, we have that the neighborhood Npi at a point pi given
increasing radii:
Npi(r1) ⊆ Npi(r2) ⊆ Npi(r3)⇒
∣∣Npi(r1)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣Npi(r2)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣Npi(r3)∣∣ (3.19)
Therefore, the k part of the computational complexity feasibly increases (k1, k2, k3, . . . , km)
for each increasing radius, and we have a practical runtime that can be extended to m iterations
n · k1 ≤ n · k2 ≤ n · k3 ≤ . . . ≤ n · km (3.20)
for every point. Thus, reducing the Feature Extraction step to only one iteration produces
an estimated practical runtime of less than 1rγ of the time required for rγ iterations. While
this optimization addresses the challenge of online processing, it removes the ability to perform
persistence analysis, since features generated at different radii are unavailable. The result is a
feature set with an increased opportunity to encounter the sliding problem.
The third optimization is a straightforward approach to cache data and match the unknown
scene data to the a priori reference model, since the reference data can be computed oﬄine. The
goal of the initial alignment is to be able to estimate a rough rigid transformation T mapping the
reference data to the scene data. By computing oﬄine the features for the reference model and a
k-d tree used for matching the scene data with the reference data, the theoretical computational
complexity of online feature matching from O(n log n) isn’t improved. However, the run-time
of the most time-consuming step of process is reduced. Once the rigid transformation mapping
the scene to the model has been obtained T−1, a simple matrix inverse provides the initial
estimation mapping the reference model to the scene (T−1)−1 = T.
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3.5.3 Optimization using non-randomized matching and histogram alignment
The result of optimizations performed to adapt the initialization for AR is a much larger
number of features representing the scene, which is a problem that must be addressed in a
new matching and mapping step. First, by removing the Surface Segmentation step for the
scene, we are left with a feature for every point in the point cloud. Rather than considering, for
example, 400 features using points sampled only from a mug on a table, we now are tasked with
checking 300,000 features sampled from the mug, the table the mug sits on, and the background.
This large number of features increases ambiguity when matching features to the reference
model. Secondly, by removing the repetitions in the Feature Extraction step and removing the
Persistence Analysis steps, we further exacerbate the sliding problem by considering features
which are not unique. The result is an approach favoring natural interaction and processing
time over exactness of the initial alignment, and therefore, more emphasis should be placed
on a robust matching and mapping to prevent performing a huge number of iterations in the
Sample Consensus Initial Alignment step.
The outcome of the optimizations described in this section is a matching and mapping
step with complexity O(n log n) rather than the previous complexity of O(kn3). Matching
is updated to address the sliding problem, and both matching and mapping are updated to
address the challenge of online processing. The initialization process as a result of these changes
is displayed in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Results of optimization using histogram alignment
To address the increased challenge of the sliding problem and make matching more precise,
the randomized element of the Sample Consensus Initial Alignment is removed. Since the
number of histogram bins in a feature is exponential based on the number of quantums αdiv
3,
the process of determining a list S¯ of the nearest elements to every feature is quite time-
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consuming, and degrades run-time to approach linear searches as αdiv increases [66]. Further,
choosing a random element from S¯ adds to the ambiguity of the match, by feasibly choosing an
unrelated or erroneous match. Lastly the mapping process is updated to a histogram approach
to address the challenge of online processing, and to adequately handle an increased amount of
false positive matches between the reference model and the scene due to the increased number
of scene features. The resultant algorithm is as follows:
1. For each point in the scene, determine the points with the smallest and largest x-
coordinate, set their y-coordinate to 0, and respectively label these points smin and smax.
Since the clouds are reprojected depth images, the xz-plane divides the cloud such that
there are an equal number of points both above and below the y axis in the ideal point
cloud.
2. For each point in the scene si ∈ S and its accompanying feature H(si), find the nearest
feature H(mi) and its accompanying point mi in the reference model’s k-d tree, as well
as the distance ω¯si,mi between the two features:
ω¯si,mi = ‖H(si)−H(mi)‖2 (3.21)
3. For each match, mark the match as valid if ω¯si,mi ≤ tω, where tω is a threshold for the
reference object indicating a true-positive match.
4. For each scene point si of each valid match, calculate the projection of the vector si−smin
on smax − smin. The magnitude of the projection blen identifies the bin bidx in which the
frequency is incremented, given a user-defined number of histogram bins hbins. This
process is demonstrated in Figure 3.8.
sminmax = smax − smin (3.22)
sˆminmax =
sminmax
‖sminmax‖2
(3.23)
blen = ‖(si − smin) · sˆminmax‖2 (3.24)
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bidx =
⌈
blen
hbins
⌉
(3.25)
The middle of the histogram bin with the highest frequency bmax provides a rough starting
point id along the first dimension, where i1 is the rough starting point across the x axis.
id = smin +
(
bmax − 12
)
sminmax
hbins
(3.26)
If the volume defined by the dimensions of the maximum histogram bin in the scene is
larger than the volume containing all the points in the reference model, i1 can serve as a
good initial estimate, where I3 is the identity matrix:
T0 =
 I3 i1
0 1
 (3.27)
However, the process can be repeated for the second and third dimensions within the
maximum histogram bin volume to fine-tune a rough cubic volume in which the object
is present, and the center of the volume (i1,x, i2,y, i3,z) is chosen as the starting point for
the object:
T0 =

1 0 0 i1,x
0 1 0 i2,y
0 0 1 i3,z
0 0 0 1

(3.28)
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Figure 3.8: Histogram binning process for a single point
3.5.4 Optimization for reducing micro-structures
Accurate and precise feature matching is built on a foundation of having quality features,
and in the case of data from a noisy consumer sensor, a fast down-sampling method ameliorates
the affect of micro-structures on a feature. For example, consider the point cloud in Figure 3.9.
This figure shows a point cloud sampled from a noisy consumer camera, and estimated surface
normals for every fifth point shown in white. Consider the influence region shown in the
red circle. While all of the points in the influence region are sampled from a single planar
surface, sensor noise produces micro-structures that affect normal estimation. From this, we
obtain surface normals that widely vary in orientation, and hence produce erroneous features,
especially when a large percentage of normals in the influence region are incorrectly oriented.
In contrast, a down-sampling method averages out depths in a local neighborhood to smooth
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out data sampled from the surface, and better approximate the planar surface. This process
then requires a larger influence region (shown in green) to have the same number of surface
normals for extracting the feature at a point, but uses more information from the cloud to
reduce the impact of micro-structures on the feature.
Figure 3.9: Point cloud normal estimation
In this optimization, a voxel-based down-sampling is implemented, and the initial alignment
process is displayed in Figure 3.10. This method addresses many of the challenges associated
with the initial alignment problem. It reduces the number of features to be considered in the
matching process in a fast algorithm (O(n)), addressing the challenge of online processing and
the sliding problem. Although down-sampling introduces more parameters to the process that
must be carefully chosen, it also reduces the presence of sensor noise. Finally, a voxel-based
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down-sampling improves on the challenge of overlapping clouds, where volumes containing of
overlapped points are simplified into a single point.
The algorithm is implemented as follows:
1. Determine the cuboid containing all points in the cloud P and defined by points pmin
and pmax, where ∀pi ∈ P ,
pmin =
(
min(pi,x),min(pi,y),min(pi,z)
)
(3.29)
pmax =
(
max(pi,x),max(pi,y),max(pi,z)
)
(3.30)
2. Create a voxel grid inside the cuboid, where each voxel has volume (pmax,x−pmin,x)v×
(pmax,y−pmin,y)v× (pmax,z−pmin,z)v, and 0 ≤ v ≤ 1 is a parameter to scale the voxel
size, and determine which voxel each point is contained within.
3. Replace every point pi = (pi,x,pi,y,pi,z) within a voxel V
∗ with the centroid v∗center of
the points, where |V ∗| denotes the cardinality of the voxel:
v∗center = (
1
|V ∗|
∑
pi∈V ∗
pi,x,
1
|V ∗|
∑
pi∈V ∗
pi,y,
1
|V ∗|
∑
pi∈V ∗
pi,z) (3.31)
Figure 3.10: Results of optimizations for reducing micro-structures
3.5.5 Optimization for improving match robustness
The final optimization is a straightforward approach to improve match robustness, given the
challenges of sensor noise, of overlapping clouds, and increased match ambiguity from previous
optimizations. In this optimization, a bijective or two-way match is imposed as a part of the
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Histogram Initial Alignment step. We define our match as bijective if for each match between
reference model point mi and scene point si, we have:
1.
‖H(si)−H(mi)‖2 ≤ tω (3.32)
and
2.
f (mi) = si ⇐⇒ g (si) = mi (3.33)
Where f is a function mapping a reference model point to a scene point with its closest
feature
f (mi) = si ⇐⇒ ∀sj ∈ S, ‖H(si)−H(mi)‖2 ≤ ‖H(sj)−H(mi)‖2 (3.34)
And similarly, g maps a scene point to the model point with its closest feature,
g (si) = mi ⇐⇒ ∀mj ∈M, ‖H(mi)−H(si)‖2 ≤ ‖H(mj)−H(si)‖2 (3.35)
By enforcing a bijective match, we are required to perform searches on the set of scene
features. To do so, a k-d tree of the scene features is constructed, which takes O(n log n) time.
Computationally, this step is expensive, but applying it doesn’t change the complexity of the
initialization process as a whole. The updated process is displayed in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Results of the optimization for improving match robustness
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CHAPTER 4. VERIFICATION EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify the suitability of the initialization approach and the optimizations pre-
sented in the previous section, a series of experiments was carried out. This chapter is devoted
to discussing the experiments performed. The first section covers the hardware and software
used for the experiments. Then, the data collection process is addressed, which describes how
the models are created for the experiments. Third, the experiments are described, and followed
by the results of those experiments, as well as a discussion, and a conclusion.
4.1 Hardware and software
4.1.1 Hardware
The system used for data collection and the experiments was a single Hewlett-Packard 17T
consumer-level laptop with the following specifications:
• 4th generation Intel Core i7-4900MQ CPU
• NVIDIA GeForce GT 840M video card with 2048 MB dedicated RAM
• 8 GB DDR3 RAM
• Windows 8.1 64-bit OS
• 17.3” touchscreen LCD
The camera used was a consumer-level Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360. The Kinect camera
was mounted on a tripod to capture depth images and connected to the laptop over USB 2.0.
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4.1.2 Software
The software used was primarily custom software, and consisted of the Kinect Capture,
MeshLab, and Thesis Initializer applications. Kinect Capture is a custom C++ application
which provided the data capture functionality needed for the experiments, and was developed
utilizing Eigen 3.1.4, Boost 1.55.0, OpenNI 1.5.7.10, the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) 5.10.1,
OpenMP, and the Point Cloud Library (PCL) 1.7.2. Eigen and Boost are used for data structure
management, OpenNI is used to obtain data from the Kinect camera, and PCL and VTK are
used to render the point cloud in a window.
The Kinect Capture application obtains RGB and depth images at 30 Hz from the Kinect
at a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, aligns the RGB and depth images, and reprojects the
depth image points into a colored point cloud. As displayed in Figure 4.1, the point clouds
are rendered in a window in real-time, allowing the user to visualize the scene being captured.
When the camera has been positioned where the user desires, the user captures raw single
frame RGB and depth images with the application to a file.
Figure 4.1: The Kinect Capture application for obtaining raw Kinect data
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The open source application MeshLab 64-bit 1.3.3 was used to modify and construct point
clouds. This process is described in the following section.
Lastly, a custom C++ application Thesis Initializer was developed to run the experiments.
This application was built using the Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN)
1.8.4, Eigen 3.1.4, Boost 1.55.0, OpenNI 1.5.7.10, VTK 5.10.1, OpenMP, and a custom build
of PCL 1.7.2. FLANN, Eigen and Boost are used for data structure management, OpenNI is
used to obtain data from the Kinect camera, and PCL and VTK are used to render the point
cloud and results in a window.
4.2 Data collection
This section details the processes used to obtain data for the experiments from all three
classes of data - Object, Field-of-View (FOV), and Assembled Point Cloud (Assembled PC).
For each class of data, the method of obtaining both a reference model and a scene model is
described.
The Object class of data was used as a baseline artificial set of data, and was obtained
from the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository as scan data from a Cyberware 3030 MS laser
scanner [64]. As described in Section 3.3 four zippered reference models of the Stanford Bunny
were used with varying complexities, and ten partial scans of the same object from varying
angles around the Bunny represented the scene data. Each model was loaded as a point cloud
from Stanford PLY files into the Thesis Initializer application, where the experiments were
processed.
The FOV class of data was obtained from single reprojected depth images from a Kinect
camera with the Kinect Capture application. Reference models were captured as raw data with
the Kinect Capture application and stored in a PLY file. MeshLab was used to open the file
and discard points that were not part of the object-to-track (i.e. points sampled from the floor
and background walls). As shown in Figure 4.2, the output of this process is a partial point
cloud with raw data representing the reference model. Scene models were also captured and
stored as PLY files through the Kinect Capture application. Since the scene models represent
raw data from the Kinect, they are stored in PLY format without any editing or modifications.
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Figure 4.2: Raw reprojected depth image (left) and its resultant reference model (right)
The Assembled PC class of data was obtained from both single and multiple reprojected
depth images from a Kinect camera with the Kinect Capture application. Reference models
were produced using the same methodology as reference models in the FOV class, and there-
fore were a subset of a single reprojected depth image from the Kinect. Scene models were
constructed with two or more reprojected depth images. Linear scene models consist of mul-
tiple reprojected depth images in which each successive depth image is shifted 3 meters along
the x-axis in the world coordinate system, and no overlapping occurs (Figure 4.3). Registered
scene models consist of multiple reprojected depth images which were manually overlapped
and combined into one coordinate frame in the MeshLab application (Figure 4.4). To register
the point clouds into one coordinate frame, the models were manually overlapped before using
ICP with the Align tool. For both classifications of scene models, depth images are taken from
a single leveled tripod position, and represent a 360 degree point cloud of a large room. All
images are obtained by rotating the tripod about the y-axis with roughly a 13 overlap in the
volume captured in subsequent images, to ensure ICP can properly register point clouds with
sensor noise.
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Figure 4.3: Linear scene model consisting of eight reprojected depth images
Figure 4.4: Overview (left) of a registered scene model and a visualization from within the
model (right)
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4.3 Experiments
In this section, a set of experiments are described. For each experiment, the Thesis Initializer
application is executed with a set of parameters - the reference model, the scene model, and
the threshold tω indicating a true-positive match. Information regarding the reference models
is displayed in Table 4.1. This table contains the models used in the experiments, as well as
the number of points in each model and the model’s data classification for the experiments.
Similarly, information regarding the scene models used in the experiments is documented in
Table 4.2. Based on prior testing, it was determined that a good threshold range is between 0
and 1000, where 0 means that a feature in the scene exactly matches a feature in the reference
model, as shown in Equation 3.21. Therefore, tω is set from 0 to 1000 exclusively, in increments
of 50.
The root-mean-squared error (RMSE) is calculated for each experiment with the true-
positive matches. The RMSE is a good measure of the amount of error in the matching. If a
matching has a large RMSE, then we can expect a poor overall matching given a particular tω.
If the RMSE is close to 0, then the difference between our feature matches is near zero and our
matching is near perfect.
Table 4.1: Reference Models
Class of Data
Model Model Points Object FOV
Assembled PC
Linear Registered
Stanford Bunny 1 453 X
Stanford Bunny 2 1889 X
Stanford Bunny 3 8171 X
Stanford Bunny 4 35947 X
Parts Bin 86461 X X X
Monitor 30162 X
Deere Part 9696 X
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Table 4.2: Scene Models
Class of Data
Model Model Points Object FOV
Assembled PC
Linear Registered
Stanford Bunny: bun000 40256 X
Stanford Bunny: bun045 40097 X
Stanford Bunny: bun090 30379 X
Stanford Bunny: bun180 40251 X
Stanford Bunny: bun270 31701 X
Stanford Bunny: bun315 35336 X
Stanford Bunny: chin 37738 X
Stanford Bunny: ear back 32193 X
Stanford Bunny: top2 38298 X
Stanford Bunny: top3 36023 X
Mirage FOV 307200 X
Mirage Linear 2457600 X
Mirage Registered 2457600 X
VRAC Lab 3993600 X
AR Lab 4300800 X
4.3.1 Experiment 1: optimizations for online AR
The first experiment is performed to evaluate the suitability of the improved matching
presented in Section 3.5.2. This experiment evaluates the optimizations for online AR by sim-
ulating the matching in object-to-object, object-to-FOV, and object-to-assembled-PC initial-
izations, using the models shown in Table 4.3. First the object-to-object matching is executed
using the Stanford Bunny models; each of the four Bunny reference models are matched to
each of the ten partial scan scene models. The results of this matching provide a good baseline
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to show if the approach is feasible. Second, the object-to-FOV matching is performed from the
Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage FOV scene model. The Parts Bin model represents
an object useful to track in a manual assembly AR system, and the Mirage FOV model is
a single reprojected depth image of a lab environment in which the manual assembly would
occur. Lastly, the object-to-Assembled-PC matching is performed from the Parts Bin reference
model to the Mirage Linear scene model. The Mirage Linear model is constructed with eight
reprojected depth images, one of which is the Mirage FOV model. This provides a matching
comparable to the object-to-FOV matching that demonstrates the effect the large quantity of
extra points have on the matching.
Table 4.3: Experiment 1 Models
Class of object Reference model Scene model(s)
Object Stanford Bunny 1 Stanford Bunny: bun000, bun045,
bun090, bun180, bun270, bun315, chin,
ear back, top2, top3
Object Stanford Bunny 2 Stanford Bunny: bun000, bun045,
bun090, bun180, bun270, bun315, chin,
ear back, top2, top3
Object Stanford Bunny 3 Stanford Bunny: bun000, bun045,
bun090, bun180, bun270, bun315, chin,
ear back, top2, top3
Object Stanford Bunny 4 Stanford Bunny: bun000, bun045,
bun090, bun180, bun270, bun315, chin,
ear back, top2, top3
FOV Parts Bin Mirage FOV
Assembled PC (Linear) Parts Bin Mirage Linear
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4.3.2 Experiment 2: optimization using non-randomized matching and histogram
alignment
The second experiment evaluates the suitability of the initialization optimizations presented
in Section 3.5.3. In this experiment, the matching and mapping is performed with object-to-
FOV and object-to-Assembled-PC alignments, using the models in Table 4.4. This experiment
uses the same models used in Experiment 1; however, the object-to-object initialization portion
of the experiment is discarded. The goal of the initialization is a rough overlap of the models
for dense tracking, which is trivially provided when only data from the objects themselves is
present.
The histogram binning process occurs along the x-axis of the data set, with the number of
histogram bins hbins = 32. A one-dimensional alignment process demonstrates the feasibility
of the approach for the data set, since the data is aligned on the xy-plane. Each reprojected
depth image is positioned along the x-axis, and therefore, allows histogram bins with roughly
a theoretical equal number of points. The quantity of histogram bins was chosen as a rough
size of the Parts Bin model compared to the Mirage Linear model, ensuring that the features
common to the Parts Bin would occupy a maximum of two histogram bins.
Table 4.4: Experiment 2 Models
Class of object Reference model Scene model(s)
FOV Parts Bin Mirage FOV
Assembled PC (Linear) Parts Bin Mirage Linear
4.3.3 Experiment 3: optimization for reducing micro-structures
The third experiment evaluates the suitability of optimization for reducing microstruc-
ture, described in Section 3.5.4. This experiment performs the object-to-FOV and object-to-
Assembled-PC initializations using the models from the prior experiments, and displayed in
Table 4.5. In this optimization, a voxel grid is used to down-sample both the reference model
and the scene model, and therefore, additional parameters are required for specifying the di-
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mensions of the voxel grid; specifically, the scaling factor v. For this experiment, both the
reference model and the scene model are set to the same value of v = 0.01, which was deter-
mined from prior testing as a good value to reduce the amount of microstructures. An example
of this reduction on the Parts Bin model is shown in Figure 4.5.
Table 4.5: Experiment 3 Models
Class of object Reference model Scene model(s)
FOV Parts Bin Mirage FOV
Assembled PC (Linear) Parts Bin Mirage Linear
Figure 4.5: The original Parts Bin reference model (left) and the result of down-sampling with
v = 0.01 (right)
4.3.4 Experiment 4: optimization for improving match robustness
The final experiment evaluates the suitability of imposing a bijective matching on the
histogram alignment, as covered in Section 3.5.5. This experiment performs the object-to-FOV
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and object-to-Assembled-PC initializations using the models from the previous experiments,
as well as three new object-to-Assembled-PC initializations with registered models, as shown
in Table 4.6.
The registered models provide an additional level of complexity over the linear models,
since the reprojected depth images are overlapped, thus altering the density of the cloud and
changing the feature. For this reason, the experiment first considers the initialization of the
Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Registered scene model. The Mirage Registered model
is a registered version of the same reprojected depth images contained in the Mirage Linear
model. Secondly, the Monitor reference model is initialized to the VRAC Lab scene model.
This initialization represents a common object in a lab setting that might be difficult to track,
given the presence of four other monitors in a large (13 reprojected depth images) amount of
data. Lastly, the Deere Part reference model is initialized to the AR Lab scene model. The
Deere Part represents a small (9696 points) but fairly unique object to track in an environment
with a large (14 reprojected depth images) amount of data.
Table 4.6: Experiment 4 Models
Class of object Reference model Scene model(s)
FOV Parts Bin Mirage FOV
Assembled PC (Linear) Parts Bin Mirage Linear
Assembled PC (Registered) Parts Bin Mirage Registered
Assembled PC (Registered) Monitor VRAC Lab
Assembled PC (Registered) Deere Part AR Lab
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Experiment 1: optimizations for online AR
Figure 4.6: Average RMSE for matching the Stanford Bunny 1 reference model to the Stanford
Bunny scene models
Figure 4.7: Average RMSE for matching the Stanford Bunny 2 reference model to the Stanford
Bunny scene models
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Figure 4.8: Average RMSE for matching the Stanford Bunny 3 reference model to the Stanford
Bunny scene models
Figure 4.9: Average RMSE for matching the Stanford Bunny 4 reference model to the Stanford
Bunny scene models
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Figure 4.10: Average RMSE for matching the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage FOV
scene model
Figure 4.11: Average RMSE for matching the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Linear
scene model
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Figure 4.12: With a threshold of 500, results of matching the Stanford Bunny 4 reference model
(green) to the ten Stanford Bunny scene models (white): (clockwise from top-left) bun000;
bun045; bun180; bun315; ear back; top3; top2; chin; bun270; bun090
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Figure 4.13: With a threshold of 500, results of matching to the bun045 scene model from the
four Stanford Bunny reference models (white): (clockwise from top-left) Stanford Bunny 1;
Stanford Bunny 2; Stanford Bunny 4; Stanford Bunny 3
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Figure 4.14: Results of matching the Stanford Bunny 3 reference model to the bun000 scene
model with the thresholds: (clockwise from top-left) 50; 150; 350; 550; 750; 950; 850; 650; 450;
250
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Figure 4.15: Results of matching the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage FOV scene model
with a threshold of 500
Figure 4.16: Results of matching the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Linear scene
model with a threshold of 500
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4.4.2 Experiment 2: optimization using non-randomized matching and histogram
alignment
Figure 4.17: Average RMSE for matching the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage FOV
scene model
Figure 4.18: Average RMSE for matching the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Linear
scene model
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Figure 4.19: Results of initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage FOV scene
model with a threshold of 500
Figure 4.20: Results of initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Linear scene
model with a threshold of 500
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4.4.3 Experiment 3: optimization for reducing micro-structures
Figure 4.21: Average RMSE for initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage FOV
scene model
Figure 4.22: Average RMSE for initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Linear
scene model
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Figure 4.23: Results of initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage FOV scene
model with a threshold of 500
Figure 4.24: Results of initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Linear scene
model with a threshold of 500
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4.4.4 Experiment 4: optimization for improving match robustness
Figure 4.25: Average RMSE for initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage FOV
scene model
Figure 4.26: Average RMSE for initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Linear
scene model
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Figure 4.27: Average RMSE for initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Reg-
istered scene model
Figure 4.28: Average RMSE for initializing the Monitor reference model to the VRAC Lab
scene model
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Figure 4.29: Average RMSE for initializing the Deere Part reference model to the AR Lab
scene model
Figure 4.30: Results of initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage FOV scene
model with a threshold of 500
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Figure 4.31: Results of initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Linear scene
model with a threshold of 500
Figure 4.32: Results of initializing the Parts Bin reference model to the Mirage Registered
scene model with a threshold of 500
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Figure 4.33: Results of initializing the Monitor reference model to the VRAC Lab scene model
with a threshold of 500
Figure 4.34: Results of initializing the Deere Part reference model to the AR Lab scene model
with a threshold of 500
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4.5 Discussion
This section provides a discussion of the results. For each experiment, quantitative and
qualitative results are presented. The quantitative results chart the Average RMSE by true-
positive threshold tω for the experiments performed; for example, as shown in Figure 4.6. The
RMSE is scale dependent, so each average value will differ for the match between reference
model and scene model. However, by comparing the same reference-scene model pairs, we gain
insight into how the optimizations affect the matchings.
Since we don’t have an approach to automatically evaluate the suitability of the matching or
mapping, two types qualitative results are provided. The first type is used only in Experiment 1
to evaluate the mapping from the reference model to the scene model; an example is illustrated
in Figure 4.35. In each of these qualitative figures are the reference model, the scene mode, and
a line between a pair of points indicating a matching feature. The reference model is generally
the smaller of the two clouds, and is displayed in green if color data is unavailable. The scene
model is the larger of the two clouds, and displayed in white where color is unavailable. The
feature matches are identified with a red line between the points. To simplify the visualization,
each line in the image is only 1% of the total feature matches for the experiment.
Figure 4.35: Example feature matching
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The second type of qualitative result is the histogram mapping, and is produced in Ex-
periments 2, 3, and 4. In these visualizations, the vectors smin, smax, sminmax, and i1 are
illustrated, as identified in Figure 4.36. In this figure, smin is a red line emanating from the
reference model centroid, and terminating at the scene model. Similarly, smax is a blue line
from the reference model centroid terminating at the scene model. sminmax is drawn as a teal
line to visualize the x-axis. And finally, the green line i1 represents the mapping from the
centroid of the reference model to it’s initial position in the scene.
Figure 4.36: Example histogram mapping
4.5.1 Experiment 1
4.5.1.1 Object-to-Object
Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 contain the quantitative results of the Object-to-Object match-
ing in Experiment 1. On the horizontal axis of each chart, the true-positive threshold tω is
displayed, and on the vertical axis is the average root-mean-squared error for the matching of
the particular model to each of the ten Stanford Bunny scene models. As shown, for each ref-
erence model, the average RMSE steadily increases with an increasing true-positive threshold.
In other words, as the threshold is increased that determines if two features are a good match,
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the amount of error in the matching is increased. This is the expected result, and demonstrates
that the optimizations in Section 3.5.2 provide adequate results in an object-to-object match-
ing. It is important to note, however, that since the object scene models are already separated
from their environments, the removal of the surface segmentation step on the matching process
in this optimization doesn’t provide any additional benefit.
Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 provide the qualitative results for the Object-to-Object match-
ing, demonstrating how the match changes across changing scene models, reference models,
and true-positive threshold values, respectively.
Figure 4.12 shows the qualitative results of matching the Stanford Bunny 4 reference model
to each of the ten Stanford Bunny scene models with a true-positive threshold of 500. In each of
the results, many matches are identified. Some of the matches appear to be false positives, and
match, for example, parts of the foot in the reference model to the ear of the scene model (or
vice versa). Additionally, in some locations several of the reference model points are matched
to the same scene point, such as the top-left image in which five reference points in the right
ear of the Stanford Bunny 4 match to one point on the ear of the bunny. This is a good
indication that while some matches are correct, feature match ambiguity is still an issue for
object-to-object initialization.
Figure 4.13 contains the results of matching each of the four Stanford Bunny reference
models to the bun045 scene model with a threshold value of 500. The notable and expected
result in this set of figures is that the Stanford Bunny 1 model in the top-left, with 453 points,
has two match lines to the scene model. Since each line represents 1% of the total matches,
two lines displayed identifies that 200 matches from the reference model to the scene model
have been identified, or that roughly 40 percent of the reference model points have a match
with tω = 500. In contrast, the Stanford Bunny 4 reference model in the bottom-right, with
35947 points, shows a near imperceptible number of matches to the same scene model.
Finally, Figure 4.14 illustrates the result of increasing the true-positive threshold on the
matching between the Stanford Bunny 3 reference model and the bun000 scene model. Expect-
edly, as tω increases in value, so too does the number of matches between the reference model
and the scene model. At tω = 50, 734 matches are determined (roughly 8.98% of the reference
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model points). And with tω = 950, 6946 matches are determined (roughly 85% of the reference
model points).
The result of the object-to-object matching demonstrates that the optimizations presented
in Section 3.5.2 are suitable to provide an initial matching.
4.5.1.2 Object-to-FOV
Figures 4.10 and 4.15 contains the respective quantitative and qualitative results for the
object-to-FOV matching; where the Parts Bin reference model is matched to the Mirage FOV
scene model. In the quantitative results, we see that the Average RMSE increases for each
increasing true-positive threshold value, as expected. Further, the average RMSE is noticeably
less than the corresponding average RMSE values by threshold shown for each of the Stanford
Bunnies. Since the average RMSE changes between each reference model and scene model pair,
the result is unremarkable.
The qualitative results are much more telling. As shown in Figure 4.15, a majority of the
matches connect the Parts Bin reference model to the Parts Bin in the Mirage FOV model,
and thus would provide an adequate initialization. Yet several of the matches are erroneous
and match the Parts Bin to the flat wooden wall behind the object, to the floor, or to locations
elsewhere on the Parts Bin in the scene. This indicates that while a majority of matches are
correct, care must be taken to ensure the correct matches are chosen when performing the
initialization.
4.5.1.3 Object-to-Assembled-PC
The quantitative and qualitative results of the Object-to-Assembled-PC matching are dis-
played in Figures 4.11 and 4.16, respectively. In this matching, the Parts Bin reference model
is matched to the Mirage Linear cloud. A notable observation of the quantitative results is
that the average RMSE is lower in each threshold than the average RMSE in the Object-to-
FOV matching, sometimes by as much as 50%. This is important because the reference model
in both classes is the same, and the Object-to-FOV scene model is a proper subset of the
Object-to-Assembled-PC scene model. So by seeing a lower average RMSE for each threshold
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value, we see that the Parts Bin model is a better match to the much larger cloud. This can
be explained by the sliding problem, where the large number of features provide false positive
matches because the features aren’t adequately expressive.
A similar outcome is seen in the qualitative results in Figure 4.16. In this image, a large
number of lines are shown emanating from the Parts Bin reference model to points distributed
all over the scene model. This demonstrates that a majority of features in the Parts Bin have
matches to features scattered throughout the Assembled PC scene model. The lack of match
concentration in the scene model further illustrates the affect of the sliding problem on the
matching. And although the first optimization is suitable for the first two classes of scene data,
the impact of feature match ambiguity makes the approach unsuitable for the Assembled-PC
class of data in AR.
4.5.2 Experiment 2
4.5.2.1 Object-to-FOV
Figures 4.17 and 4.19 contain the results of the Object-to-FOV initialization. In the quanti-
tative results, we can see that the average RMSE is reduced for each threshold value compared
to the results in Experiment 1 for the Object-to-FOV matching (Figure 4.10). This can be
explained by the optimization to use non-randomized matching. Since reference features are
no longer matched to a random element in the list of the nearest feature from the scene S¯, the
matching process will consistently choose the scene feature that is the closest match to each
reference feature. This means that overall the average RMSE will be reduced compared to the
randomized feature match.
The qualitative results of the Object-to-Assembled-PC initializations are pictured in Fig-
ure 4.19. In this image, the reference model is rendered in the bottom half, and the scene model
is contained in the top half. Although slightly occluded by the model, the I1 vector starts at
the centroid of the Parts Bin model, and extends to the initial position on the right-hand side
of the Parts Bin in the Mirage FOV scene model. This is an expected result which provides
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an overlap for dense tracking, and demonstrates that even with the large amount of points and
noise in the scene, an initial position can be determined.
4.5.2.2 Object-to-Assembled-PC
The results of the Object-to-Assembled-PC initialization for Experiment 2 are displayed in
Figures 4.18 and 4.19. In the quantitative results, there are two observations. First, similar to
the results in Experiment 1, each average RMSE is lower than the average RMSE by threshold
for the FOV class (4.17). Again, this can be explained by the sliding problem, where having
a very large number of features to match against causes ambiguity in the matching. Secondly,
each average RMSE is very slightly lower than the average RMSE values by threshold in
Experiment 1 (4.11). This too can be explained by the optimization to use non-randomized
matching.
In the qualitative results, we see the Parts Bin reference model initialized to the Mirage
Linear scene model. The Parts Bin is located near the bottom of the figure, with an initial
position incorrectly terminating roughly 18 the magnitude of sminmax. This result suggests that
while the second set of optimizations are useful for performing the Object-to-FOV initialization,
the sliding problem continues to be a challenge in very large point clouds.
4.5.3 Experiment 3
4.5.3.1 Object-to-FOV
Figures 4.21 and 4.23 contain the results of the Object-to-FOV initialization in Experiment
3. As expected, the quantitative results are nearly identical to the results in Experiment 2
(4.17), so it seems the down-sampling of the reference and scene models with a scaling factor of
v = 0.01 has little affect on the quality of this FOV matching. The qualitative results reinforce
this finding. Although the models are visibly less dense than the models in Figure 4.19, the
same initialization point is identified as the prior Experiment.
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4.5.3.2 Object-to-Assembled-PC
The Object-to-Assembled-PC results are displayed in Figures 4.22 and 4.24. In the quanti-
tative results, the average RMSE slightly increases for each of the true-positive threshold values
compared to the results in Experiment 2 (Figure 4.18). This can be explained by a reduction in
false positives from the cloud from the down-sampling. Since the Mirage FOV scene model is
a proper subset of the Mirage Linear, and the Parts Bin is wholly contained within the Mirage
FOV model, an ideal matching would match every point in the reference model to the Mirage
FOV model. Therefore, as the sliding problem decreases in the matching from the Parts Bin to
the Mirage Linear, the average RMSE for each threshold will approach the respective average
RMSEs in the Parts Bin to Mirage FOV matching.
The qualitative results show an improvement over the initialization in the previous exper-
iment (Figure 4.20). In this experiment, the Parts Bin reference model is correctly initialized
to the Parts Bin in the Mirage Linear scene model. Although the initialization is within the
convergence basin for dense tracking, the mapping is still on the fringes of the Parts Bin in the
Mirage Linear scene model. This suggests that, while this optimization improves the initializa-
tion for large clouds, more could be done to improve robustness in the matching process.
4.5.4 Experiment 4
4.5.4.1 Object-to-FOV
The results of the Object-to-FOV initialization for Experiment 4 are displayed in Fig-
ures 4.25 and 4.30. As shown in the quantitative results, the average RMSE for each threshold
is reduced when compared to the results of Experiment 3 (4.21). This result can be attributed
to a reduction in ambiguous matches whose distance falls within the scope of the true-positive
threshold. The qualitative results show the correct initialization of the Parts Bin reference
model in the Mirage FOV scene model. Since this experiment was a robustness improvement
over the prior experiment, an improved initial position is an expected result.
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4.5.4.2 Object-to-Assembled-PC
Figures 4.26, 4.27, 4.28, and 4.29 show the quantitative results of the Object-to-Assembled-
PC matching. Worthy of mention is the comparison between the quantitative results of the
matching to the Mirage FOV, Mirage Linear and Mirage Registered scene models. As the
Mirage FOV is a proper subset of both the Mirage Linear and Mirage Registered models, and
the Mirage Registered is simply a registered version of all the reprojected depth images in the
Mirage Linear model, the comparison shows us how the structure of the scene models change the
output of the matching. First, the quantitative results of the Object-to-FOV nearly match the
results of the Object-to-Assembled-PC with the Mirage Linear scene model. This demonstrates
that all the extra features present in the Mirage Linear model cause a relatively small impact on
the total matching, which is the expected result from imposing a bijective matching. Secondly,
the average RMSE is lower for each threshold produced by matching to Mirage Registered
model rather than the Mirage Linear model. This can be explained by the registration of the
reprojected depth images. As previously discussed, this process can fundamentally change the
features in the areas where clouds are overlapped.
The qualitative results are presented in Figures 4.31, 4.32, 4.33, and 4.34. As expected,
the Parts Bin reference model is once again correctly initialized to the Parts Bin in the Mirage
Linear scene model. Interestingly, the Parts Bin model is not correctly initialized to the Mirage
Registered model in the following figure (4.32). This demonstrates the challenge that overlap-
ping clouds add to the initialization process. There are two possible causes of this result. First,
the overlapping clouds generates features which cause ambiguous matches and exacerbate the
sliding problem. Secondly, the down-sampling parameters for reducing micro-structures may
be inappropriate for the new, condensed layout of the registered cloud.
Figure 4.33 contains the qualitative results of initializing the Monitor reference model to
the AR Lab scene model. The Monitor model is pictured in the bottom-middle portion of the
figure, is incorrectly initialized to the left of the corresponding monitor in the scene model.
There are several possible explanations for its incorrect initialization. First, the reference
model is relatively poor. The physical monitor has poor reflectivity on the LCD screen surface,
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resulting in invalid data. The rest of the model is fairly commonplace - a floor stand with
estimated normals resembling the floor or wall, and the small plastic casing around the screen.
Secondly, the features describing the four other monitors in the scene would be very similar
to those in the reference model. Lastly, the initialization may suffer from the issues seen in
the initialization of the Parts Bin to the Mirage Registered model - the sliding problem, or
inappropriate parameters for reducing micro-structures.
4.6 Conclusion
This thesis develops an automatic method to initialize and reinitialize dense tracking for
augmented reality. In a typical AR system, this approach would be implemented with one
consumer-grade sensor to obtain scene models. A viable automatic initialization approach for
dense tracking in AR is therefore one that is suitable for initializing a reference model to the
scene model in the FOV class of data. In this work, each optimization correctly matched and
mapped the reference model to the FOV scene model. Further, the final two optimizations
resulted in correct object-to-Assembled-PC initializations, in which scene models are an order
of magnitude larger than the FOV class of data, enforcing the finding that the automatic
initialization is suitable for dense tracking.
However, initialization to registered Assembled-PC scene models was a particularly chal-
lenging endeavor, and suffered from two main issues. First, the limited descriptiveness of
the FPFH feature made describing millions of distinct angular variations difficult, and simply
adding more points to the scene showed an increase in match ambiguity. Secondly, by sim-
ply overlapping the reprojected depth images in the linear Assembled-PC models, the features
in the scene changed enough to cause an invalid matching, suggesting a more thorough in-
vestigation should be pursued regarding the effects of point density on the feature matching.
Another possible contribution challenging the model-to-Assembled-PC initialization with reg-
istered models is the manual registration process to construct the models, and begs questioning
if there is a proper way to construct registered models without losing necessary features.
While the goal was met to simply establish a suitable automatic method of initializing dense
tracking, many research questions remain. The experiments used a small data set, so naturally
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many questions relate to models. For example, which objects can be initialized to which scenes?
How much data defines a good reference model? What qualities do good reference models
possess? How many features are required for performing the initialization? In addition, many
questions relate to the parameters used for the initialization. What is an optimal scaling value
for reducing micro-structures? Which threshold should be used to determine a true-positive
match, and is there an additional threshold that can be used to eliminate ambiguous matches?
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter finalizes the thesis by giving a summary of the work, followed by a discussion
of future work.
5.1 Summary
This thesis develops a suitable online method of performing an automatic initial matching
and mapping for dense tracking in AR applications. First, a 3D registration method for object
reconstruction using features is proposed as a starting point. Then, four optimizations are
proposed to adapt and optimize the 3D registration method for AR. The first optimization
focuses on adapting the matching for a faster, more natural and flexible AR system. The
second optimization works on improving the quality of the matching, and speeding up the
mapping with a histogram alignment. Optimization three focuses on improving the accuracy
of the matching algorithm to handle the affects of micro-structures. And finally, the fourth
optimization imposes a bijective match to further increase accuracy of the matching.
Experiments are performed to evaluate the suitability of each optimization using three
classes of scene data (Object, FOV, and Assembled-PC) that represent increasingly large and
challenging matching and mappings. Experiment 1 evaluates the matching in the first opti-
mization on all three classes of data, and is found to be suitable for the smaller two classes
of data (Object and FOV), but suffers from match ambiguity with the Assembled-PC class.
Experiment 2 evaluates the matching and mapping in the second optimization on the FOV
and Assembled-PC, which produces a correct initialization with the FOV class of data, yet
fails to accurately provide an initialization with the Assembled-PC class of data. The third ex-
periment evaluates the matching accuracy improvements from the third optimization with the
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FOV and Assembled-PC classes, and succeeds in determining an initial overlap in both classes.
The final experiment evaluates the matching accuracy improvements described in optimization
four on the FOV and Assembled-PC classes, which succeeds to initialize to FOV and Linear
Assembled-PC scene models, but has mixed results with the even more challenging Registered
Assembled-PC scene models.
The result of the experiments is an online method of automatically initializing dense track-
ing, with the ability to distinguish an object in a very large set points.
5.2 Future work
In this work, an initial method of matching and mapping for dense tracking was developed,
focusing on improving computational complexity of the process while demonstrating its ability
to retain and improve accuracy. Future work will continue in this direction but focus on
increasing and evaluating runtime performance. First, the matching and mapping process
will be implemented on the GPU, utilizing NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) framework. This allows the expensive Feature Extraction and Feature Matching steps
to be accelerated with hardware in parallel on the GPU.
Secondly, an algorithm will be developed to choose good features from the scene to compare
against the reference model, thus speeding up performance by initializing with only a small
subset of the total scene points. The initial FPFH approach for object-to-object matching
used a repetitious and computationally expensive Feature Extraction step, and then followed
with a Persistence Analysis step to choose good features. In this work, both repetitions of
the Feature Extraction step and the Persistence Analysis step were removed in favor of a fast
feature extraction step and more robust matching step to accurately weed out ambiguous data.
Future work will focus on a real-time selection process that can choose which features are useful
to the matching, and discard features likely contribute to the sliding problem.
Thirdly, future work will focus on a method to determine good parameters automatically.
One example is the scaling factor for reducing microstructures. How the down-sampling works
is dependent on the physical dimensions of the cloud; the size of the voxel is larger on a cloud
that is more spread out. In addition, registered point clouds have voxels with different densities
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of points within, and thus two adjacent voxels may down-sample using much more or much less
information. An automated approach to choosing parameters given the layout of the cloud is
more appropriate than a one-size-fits-all solution.
Lastly, future work should focus on automatically evaluating which candidate objects can
be successful initialized. While the initialization approach in this work determined that a
few reference models could be initialized to a large cloud, it is by no means indicative of
all potential reference models. Thus, a system for automatically determining if an object is
expressive enough for tracking needs to be developed.
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